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Executive Summary:
Hammock Universe was seeing success and growth as a small eCommerce company. However, as growth continued,
more and more of their time was involved in the processing and fulfillment of orders. Ottawa Logistics helped transition
their order fulfillment, which gave the Hammock Universe team the freedom of operating without a warehouse and
fulfillment operation. In three years after joining Ottawa Logistics, Hammock Universe has tripled their shipment
volume, while maintaining a remote work environment which allows the Hammock Universe team to work anywhere in
the world.

Quick Facts:
Industry & Business Type: Outdoor Recreation
Duration: 3 Years
Services Utilized: Warehousing, order fulfillment, shipping
Results: 300% increase in order volume

About The Company:

Hammock Universe started as a small operation in Ottawa, where they leased a
small warehouse for product storage and order fulfillment. They have succeeded
largely in part to a simplified business model. They recognized a need for high
quality, reasonably priced hammock. They specialize in hammocks, and only
hammocks. This specialization has allowed them to provide a large variety of topend products with a very competitive price.

The Challenge

The popularity of their products helped the company grow rapidly, As the amount
of orders increased and compounded, the small management team of Hammock
Universe saw more of their time involved in order fulfillment, and less time focused
on the core of their business. At their peak, 95% of their time was all centered
around warehousing and logistics. They had to make the decision if they wanted to
buy their own warehouse and hire an entire team of fulfillment and warehouse
employees, or hire an order fulfillment and logistics company.

The Ottawa Logistics Difference:

Hammock Universe decided that buying a warehouse and making
massive hiring push wasn’t realistic, so they hired Ottawa Logistics.
The transition to Ottawa Logistics was a fast and efficient process,
and Ottawa Logistics has been able to immediately integrate into
their two eCommerce platforms (one for US and one for Canada) and
begin processing orders. Scaleability was the biggest hurdle that
Hammock Universe faced, and OL was able to immediately fulfil the
increased volume of orders, without the large overhead expenses
associated with in-house logistics expansion.

The Results:

In three years, Hammock Universe has seen a 300% increase in
order volume, thanks to the scalability of OL. In addition to expanded
growth, Hammock Universe has been able to expand their product
offerings, and integrate a new “combo kit” option to their ordering,
where OL is able to automatically generate a combo order of popular
products, based on order history and statistical data.
"OL has changed our lives. We've gone from spending a large chunk of our time fulfilling orders from our own warehouse, to having that
problem solved by OL overnight. Getting our most valuable resource back (time) has been a game-changer, as we now have flexibility to
work from anywhere, anytime."
"When considering outsourced fulfillment options, we looked at large companies as well as OL. In the end, we chose OL based on our
belief that a company of their size would be more flexible, reachable, and attentive to our needs. OL has surpassed these expectations
10-fold. They're always reachable, easy to work with, and go above and beyond to help our business. We've grown revenue substantially
thanks to moving our fulfillment to OL - in addition to freeing up our time to achieve work/life balance our peers can only dream of."
										
- Satisfied Hammock Universe Customers

Want to Take Your Start Up to the Next Level?

Ottawa Logistics helps growing companies expand their operations, allowing you to focus on the core of your
business, all from the technological flexibility to operate anywhere on the planet. If you want to grow your business
without the hassle of integrating your logistics in-house, drop us a line and we’re happy to give you a free evaluation
and price quote.

https://www.ottawalogisticscom/

info@Ottawalogistics.com

